
 

Painterly Approach To Glass and Reflections 

Week 1 – Helpful Basics For Symmetry, Reflections, and Distortions 

Painting glass and reflective objects is easier than it seems. In this class we’ll approach the subject 

with a representational but painterly approach. We’ll give the medium freedom to do some of the 

work and focus on the concept of simplifying – more on that in the weeks to come.  

There are a few concepts to know and some special materials that we’ll use in the class.  

CENTER LINE 

Nearly everything we 

paint in this class is 

man-made and 

symmetrical. Getting 

the symmetrical part 

right is important, 

even in a loose, 

“painterly” work.  

Using a center line 

will help draw the 

subjects.  In the 

photo at left, a 

vertical center line 

has been placed over 

the bottle. As you 

can see, each half of 

the bottle is a mirror 

image of the other – 

in other words, the 

same amount of 

space appears on 

either side of the 

center line. 

When drawing objects like this, or any man-made, symmetrical object, adding a light center line 

will help.  



 

DISTORTION 

Glass distorts the shape of any object 

that is seen through. Reflective objects, 

whether they are transparent or not, 

also distort the shape of objects 

reflected on the surface. Think of 

carnival fun house mirrors.  

Distortions are useful in that they tell us 

something about the shape of the 

object the transparent or reflective 

object.   

EDGES 

Unlike landscape and seascape subjects, 

our transparent and reflective objects 

have hard edges and hard texture. They 

are important in these subjects. It is not 

difficult to create hard edges and 

textures in watercolor, but it is good to 

balance them with soft and rough 

edges. 

MATERIALS 

Hot-Press paper - we’ll work on both Cold-Press and Hot-Press paper. Hot-press paper is a 

challenge to work on but has an advantage when it comes to creating hard edges and hard 

texture. It’s a good idea to have it available for class 

White Gouache – we’ll work hard to retain spots of un-painted white paper for highlights and 

bright spots of reflection. Sometimes, you miss and paint over a spot that should have been left 

white. We’ll use white gouache to bring those spots back to life.  

Paint – use whatever you have and are used to.  I work with a limited palette of colors, mostly 

primaries – reds, yellows and blues – and mix everything else from those.  

  



 

PRE-CLASS WORK 

Draw A Bottle Or Jar – Make a simple drawing of a bottle or jar from observation.  This exercise is 

about getting proportions (height to width) correct and making sure that the object is standing 

straight. Lightly draw a horizontal baseline and a vertical centerline for the object. Use the center 

line to ensure the object is symmetrical by checking that there are equal widths on either side, 

from top to bottom.  

Transparency and Distortion Exercise - Make a painting based on the photo reference on the next 

page. Draw freehand or transfer the painting layout to HOT PRESS watercolor paper.   

This Video Lesson steps through the painting process.  

WEEKLY CRITIQUE 

Email images of the finished exercises by Sunday evening.  

IN CLASS 

We’ll review pre-class work, look at a couple tools to help get proportions correct and paint the 

class project.  Photo reference and drawing layout for the class project can be found on the 

following pages. 

  

https://vimeo.com/481804736/c12b3381f4


 

PRE-CLASS PROJECT PHOTO REFERENCE 



 

PRE-CLASS PROJECT DRAWING LAYOUT 



 

CLASS PROJECT PHOTO REFERENCE 



 

CLASS PROJECT DRAWING LAYOUT 


